
Pile Foundations



 BS8004 defines deep foundation with D>B or D>3m. BS8004 defines deep foundation with D>B or D>3m. 
 Pile foundation always more expensive than shallow Pile foundation always more expensive than shallow 

foundation but will overcome problems of soft surface foundation but will overcome problems of soft surface 
soils by transferring load to stronger, deeper stratum, soils by transferring load to stronger, deeper stratum, 
thereby reducing settlements.thereby reducing settlements.

 Pile resistance is comprised of Pile resistance is comprised of 
 end bearing end bearing 
 shaft frictionshaft friction

 For many piles only one of these components is For many piles only one of these components is 
important. This is the basis of a simple classificationimportant. This is the basis of a simple classification

Pile Foundations



End Bearing Piles

ROCK

SOFT SOILPILES

End bearing pile rests on a relative 
firm soil . The load of the structure is 
transmitted through the pile into this 
firm soil or rock because the base of 
the pile bears the load of the 
structure, this type of pile is called 
end bearing pile

Most of the piles used 
in Hong Kong are end 
bearing piles. This is 
because the majority of 
new developments are 
on reclaimed land



SOFT SOILPILES

Friction Piles

If the firm soil is at a considerable 
depth, it may be very expensive to 
use end bearing piles. In such 
situations, the piles are driven 
through the penetrable soil for some 
distance. The piles transmit the load 
of structure to the penetrable soil by 
means of skin friction between the 
soil.



Types of Pile

 The pile installation procedure varies considerably, The pile installation procedure varies considerably, 
and has an important influence on the subsequent and has an important influence on the subsequent 
responseresponse

 Three categories of piles are classified by method of Three categories of piles are classified by method of 
installation as below:installation as below:
 Large displacement pilesLarge displacement piles

 They encompass all solid driven piles including precast concrete They encompass all solid driven piles including precast concrete 
piles, steel or concrete tubes closed at the lower endpiles, steel or concrete tubes closed at the lower end

 Small displacement pilesSmall displacement piles
 They include rolled steel sections such as HThey include rolled steel sections such as H--pile and openpile and open--end end 

tubular pilestubular piles

 Replacement pilesReplacement piles
 They are formed by machine boring, grabbing or handThey are formed by machine boring, grabbing or hand--digging.digging.



 Combinations of vertical, horizontal and moment loading Combinations of vertical, horizontal and moment loading 
may be applied at the soil surface from the overlying may be applied at the soil surface from the overlying 
structurestructure

 For the majority of foundations the loads applied to the For the majority of foundations the loads applied to the 
piles are primarily verticalpiles are primarily vertical

 For piles in jetties, foundations for bridge piers, tall For piles in jetties, foundations for bridge piers, tall 
chimneys, and offshore piled foundations the lateral chimneys, and offshore piled foundations the lateral 
resistance is an important considerationresistance is an important consideration

 The analysis of piles subjected to lateral and moment The analysis of piles subjected to lateral and moment 
loading is more complex than simple vertical loading loading is more complex than simple vertical loading 
because of the soilbecause of the soil--structure interaction.structure interaction.

 Pile installation will always cause change of adjacent soil Pile installation will always cause change of adjacent soil 
properties, sometimes good, sometimes bad.properties, sometimes good, sometimes bad.

Loads applied to Piles
V

M
H



Modes of failureModes of failure

 The soil is always failure by punching The soil is always failure by punching 
shear.shear.

 The failure mode of pile is always in The failure mode of pile is always in 
buckling failure mode.  buckling failure mode.  



Total and Effective Stress AnalysisTotal and Effective Stress Analysis
 To determine drained or undrained To determine drained or undrained 

condition, we may need to consider the condition, we may need to consider the 
following factors:following factors:
 Drainage condition in the various soil strataDrainage condition in the various soil strata
 Permeability of soilsPermeability of soils
 Rate of application of loadsRate of application of loads
 Duration after the application of loadDuration after the application of load

 A rough indicator will be the Time Factor A rough indicator will be the Time Factor 
(T(Tvv=c=cvvt/dt/d22))



Displacement Pile (A/D)Displacement Pile (A/D)
Advantage Disadvantages

Pile material can be inspected for 
quality before driving

May break during driving

Construction  operation affect by 
ground water

Noise and vibration problems

Can driven in very long lengths Cannot be driven in condition of 
low headroom

Construction operation not affected 
by ground water

Noise may prove unacceptable. 
Noise permit may be required 

Soil disposal is not necessary Vibration may prove unacceptable 
due to presence of sensitive 
structures, utility installation or 
machinery



Replacement Pile (A/D)Replacement Pile (A/D)

Advantage Disadvantages
Less noise or vibration problem Concrete cannot be inspected after 

installation
Equipment can break up practically all 
kinds of obstructions

Liable to squeezing or necking

Can be installed in conditions of low 
headroom

Raking bored pile are difficult to 
construct

No ground heave Drilling a number of pile groups may 
cause ground loss and settlement of 
adjacent structures

Depth and diameter can varied easily Cannot be extended above ground 
level without special adaptation



Ultimate capacity of axially load single Ultimate capacity of axially load single 
pile in soilpile in soil

Estimated by designer based on soil data and somewhat empirical Estimated by designer based on soil data and somewhat empirical 
procedures. It is common practice that the pile capacity be verified procedures. It is common practice that the pile capacity be verified 
by pile load test at an early stage such that design amendment can by pile load test at an early stage such that design amendment can 
be made prior to installation of the project piles. The satisfactory be made prior to installation of the project piles. The satisfactory 
performance of a pile is, in most cases, governed by the limiting performance of a pile is, in most cases, governed by the limiting 
acceptable deformation under various loading conditions. Therefore acceptable deformation under various loading conditions. Therefore 
the settlement should also be checked. the settlement should also be checked. 
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BasicBasic ConceptConcept
TheThe ultimateultimate bearingbearing capacitycapacity (Q(Quu )of)of aa pilepile
maymay bebe assessedassessed usingusing soilsoil mechanicsmechanics
principlesprinciples.. TheThe capacitycapacity isis assumedassumed toto bebe thethe
sumsum ofof skinskin frictionfriction andand endend--bearingbearing
resistance,resistance, ii..ee

QQuu =Q=Qbb+Q+Qss--WW ………………………………………………..((11))

wherewhere
QQuu totaltotal pilepile resistance,resistance,
QQbb isis thethe endend bearingbearing resistanceresistance andand
QQss isis sideside frictionfriction resistanceresistance

GeneralGeneral behaviourbehaviour
ShaftShaft resistanceresistance fullyfully mobilizedmobilized atat smallsmall pilepile
movementmovement (<(<00..0101D)D)
BaseBase resistanceresistance mobilizedmobilized atat largelarge movementmovement
((00..11D)D)



Loading

Settlement

Behaviour of Frictional  Pile

Loading

Settlement

Behaviour of End Bearing  Pile
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 Piles founded on strong stratumPiles founded on strong stratum
 Not much benefit in enhancing base Not much benefit in enhancing base 

resistanceresistance
 Important to adopt good Important to adopt good 

construction practice to enhance construction practice to enhance 
shaft frictionshaft friction

 Shaft grouting useful in enhancing Shaft grouting useful in enhancing 
pile capacitypile capacity

 Piles founded on dense soilsPiles founded on dense soils
 Important to adopt good Important to adopt good 

construction practice to enhance construction practice to enhance 
shaft friction and base resistanceshaft friction and base resistance

 Shaft and base grouting useful in Shaft and base grouting useful in 
enhancing pile capacityenhancing pile capacity
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QQDESDES = Q= QBB/F/FBB + Q+ Qs s /F/Fss ––WW…………(2)(2)
d

Ultimate Limit State Design  

Where FB and FS is the factor of safety of
components of end bearing strength and shaft
friction strength

Qb=Ab[cbNc+Po(Nq-1)+gd/2Ng+Po] -Wp

Where Ab is the area of the base , cb is the 
cohesion at the base of the pile, Po is the 
overburden stress at the base of the pile and d 
is the width of the pile.

QQUU = Q= QBB + Q+ Qss––WW…………(3)(3)



End Bearing ResistanceEnd Bearing Resistance
Assumptions 

1. The weight of the pile is similar to the weight of the soil displaced of 
the pile          

=> Wp=AbPo

2.  The length (L) of the pile is much greater than its width d  

=> Wp=AbPo+ Abg dNg/2

3. Similarly for f>0, Nq approximately equal to Nq-1

Qb=Ab[cbNc+Po(Nq-1)+gd/2Ng+Po] –Wp

=> Qb=Ab[cbNc+PoNq]



End Bearing resistance for End Bearing resistance for Bore pile in Bore pile in 
granular soilsgranular soils

DueDue toto thethe naturalnatural ofof granulargranular soil,soil, thethe cc’’ cancan bebe assumedassumed equationequation toto
zerozero.. TheThe ultimateultimate endend bearingbearing resistanceresistance forfor boredbored pilepile inin granulargranular
soilssoils maymay bebe expressexpress inin termsterms ofof verticalvertical effectiveeffective stress,stress, ss’’vv andand thethe
bearingbearing capacitycapacity factorsfactors NNqq asas ::

QQBB=A=ABB NNqq ssvv’’

NNqq isis generallygenerally relatedrelated toto thethe angleangle ofof shearingshearing resistanceresistance ff’’.. ForFor
generalgeneral designdesign purposed,purposed, itit isis suggestedsuggested thatthat thethe NNqq valuevalue proposedproposed
byby BerezantzeBerezantze etet alal ((19611961)) asas presentedpresented inin FigureFigure ???? areare usedused..
However,However, thethe calculatedcalculated ultimateultimate basebase stressstress shouldshould conservativelyconservatively bebe
limitedlimited toto 1010Mpa,Mpa, unlessunless higherhigher valuesvalues havehave beenbeen justifiedjustified byby loadload
teststests..



Shaft Friction ResistanceShaft Friction Resistance
The ultimate shaft friction stress qThe ultimate shaft friction stress qss for piles may be expressed in for piles may be expressed in 
terms of mean vertical effective stress as :terms of mean vertical effective stress as :
qqss =c=c’’+K+Kssssvv’tan’tanddss

qqss ==bsbsvv’ (when c’=0)’ (when c’=0)
WhereWhere
KKss= coefficient of horizontal pressure which depends on the relative density = coefficient of horizontal pressure which depends on the relative density 
and state of soil, method of pile installation, and material length and shape and state of soil, method of pile installation, and material length and shape 
of pile. Ks may be related to the coefficient of earth pressure at rest, of pile. Ks may be related to the coefficient of earth pressure at rest, 
KK00=1=1--sinsinff as shown in Table 1.as shown in Table 1.
QQvv’ = mean vertical effective stress’ = mean vertical effective stress
ssss’ = angle of friction along pile/soil interface (see table2)’ = angle of friction along pile/soil interface (see table2)
bb= shafte friction coefficient (see Table 3)= shafte friction coefficient (see Table 3)

QQs s = pLq= pLqss

Where p is the perimeter of the pile and L is the total length of the pileWhere p is the perimeter of the pile and L is the total length of the pile



Driven pile in Granular soilsDriven pile in Granular soils

TheThe conceptsconcepts ofof thethe calculationcalculation ofof endend--bearingbearing
capacitycapacity andand skinskin frictionfriction forfor boredbored pilespiles inin
granulargranular soilssoils alsoalso applyapply toto drivendriven pilespiles inin
granulargranular soilssoils.. TheThe pilepile soilsoil systemsystem involvinginvolving
effectseffects ofof densificationdensification andand inin horizontalhorizontal stressesstresses
inin thethe groundground duedue toto pilepile drivingdriving.. InIn HongHong Kong,Kong,
itit isis suggestedsuggested thatthat thethe valuevalue ofof qqbb bebe rangerange
fromfrom 1616 toto 2121MpaMpa..



Bored pile in ClaysBored pile in Clays

The ultimate end bearing resistance for piles in The ultimate end bearing resistance for piles in 
clays is often related to the undrained shear clays is often related to the undrained shear 
strength, cstrength, cuu, as, as

qqBB=N=Nccccuu

QQBB=A=ABBNNccccuu

where  where  
NNcc= 9 when the location of the pile base below ground surface exceeds = 9 when the location of the pile base below ground surface exceeds 
fours times the pile diameterfours times the pile diameter



Bored pile in ClaysBored pile in Clays

TheThe ultimateultimate shaftshaft frictionfriction (q(qss)) forfor soilssoils inin stiffstiff
overover--consolidatedconsolidated claysclays maymay bebe estimatedestimated onon thethe
semisemi--empiricalempirical methodmethod asas::
qqss==aaCCuu

aa isis thethe adhesionadhesion factorfactor (range(range fromfrom 00..44 toto 00..99))



Driven Pile in ClaysDriven Pile in Clays

TheThe designdesign conceptsconcepts areare similarsimilar toto thosethose
presentedpresented forfor boredbored pilespiles inin granulargranular soilssoils..
However,However, basedbased onon thethe availableavailable
instrumentedinstrumented pilepile testtest results,results, aa designdesign
curvecurve isis putput forwardforward byby NowackiNowacki etet alal
((19921992))



Prediction of Ultimate Capacity of Prediction of Ultimate Capacity of 
PilePile

PilePile DrivingDriving FormulaFormula
PilePile drivingdriving formulaformula relaterelate thethe ultimateultimate bearingbearing capacitycapacity ofof
drivendriven pilespiles toto finalfinal setset (i(i..ee.. penetrationpenetration perper blow)blow).. InIn HongHong
Kong,Kong, thethe HileyHiley formulaformula hashas beenbeen widelywidely usedused forfor thethe designdesign ofof
drivendriven pilespiles asas::

RRdd=(=(hhhhWWhhddhh)/(s+c/)/(s+c/22))
WhereWhere
RRdd isis drivingdriving resistance,resistance, hhhh isis efficiencyefficiency ofof hammer,hammer, WWhh isis thethe
weightweight ofof hammer,hammer, ddhh isis thethe heightheight ofof fallfall ofof hammer,hammer, ss isis
permanentpermanent setset ofof pilepile andand cc isis elasticelastic movementmovement ofof pilepile

NoteNote:: TestTest drivingdriving maymay bebe consideredconsidered atat thethe startstart ofof aa drivendriven pilingpiling
contractcontract toto assessassess thethe expectedexpected drivingdriving characteristicscharacteristics..



Prediction of Ultimate Capacity of PilePrediction of Ultimate Capacity of Pile

Pile Load TestPile Load Test
Static pile load test is the most reliable means of determining the Static pile load test is the most reliable means of determining the 
load capacity of a pile. The test procedure consists of applying load capacity of a pile. The test procedure consists of applying 
static load to the pile in increments up to a designated level of static load to the pile in increments up to a designated level of 
load and recording the vertical deflection of the pile. The load is load and recording the vertical deflection of the pile. The load is 
usually transmitted by means of a hydraulic jack placed between usually transmitted by means of a hydraulic jack placed between 
the top of the pile and a beam supported by tow or more the top of the pile and a beam supported by tow or more 
reaction piles. The vertical deflection of the top of the pile is reaction piles. The vertical deflection of the top of the pile is 
usually measured by mechanical gauges attached to a beam, usually measured by mechanical gauges attached to a beam, 
which span over the test pile.which span over the test pile.


